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Foreword by Irina Bokova, 

Di 「ector-Gene 「al of UNESCO 
for the Youth Version of 

the 2012 Education to「 All Global Monitoring Report 

T his Repo 「t shows the energy, inventiveness and enthusiasm of young people as they strive 
to match their aspirations to the opportunities the world offers them. The current youth 
generation is the largestwe have everseen. To bridge their hopes and the realities oftheworld 

of work, young women and men know that they need as varied a range of skills as they can obtain. 
To help them meet their needs, we must listen to theirvoices. When we make decisions about the 
future, we must seek theiropinions - because the tutu 「e belongs to them. From the evidence in this 
Report, that future is in good hands, butwe have to make sure it happens. This is UNESCO'sjob, to 
mobilize ene 「gyand bring people togetherto p 「ovide quality learning to allyoung women and men. 

Foreword by Pauline Rose, 

Director of the 2012 Education forAll Global Manito「ing Report 

Ten Education forAll Global Monitoring Reports have been published over the past 
decade, but this is the first time we have ever asked young people to give their take 
on our findings, and contribute to helping us communicate our recommendations for 

skills development to governments. I am extremely impressed to see how this dynamic group 
of young people working on the Youth Version of the Report have expressed so clearly and 
passionately the skills crisis faced by many of their more disadvantaged peers whose needs 
are acute. They are justified when they say that all young people, and all children, whether 
male, female, rich, poor, living in cities or not, should have equal chances of going to school 
and learning relevant skills to find decent jobs. This is vital to ensure we do not waste the 
talents of a generation who are so keen to contribute to a better world in the future. It is my 
hope that governments a 「ound the world willlisten to the voices in this Youth Ve 「sion of the 
Report and recognize that, equipped with the right sets of skills, young people really can be the 
Change Generation. 

러 
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from torture. 

In the decades since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was drawn up, there have been 
many international commitments made to providing every child around the world with 
this right. And yet, as you can see opposite, not only are millions of young people not in 
school, but there are also millions who have been to school and are stilllacking the skills 
needed to get a job. This is not acceptable. 

As you'lllearn throughout this book, young people all around the world are missing out 
on their right to an education because of where they live, how much money they have, or 
what gender they are. We now have the largest youth population that has ever existed on 
this planet, and our generation is being let down. 

UNESCO knows what a force for change youth can be. That is why 12-young people from 
around the world have been asked to form an independent editorial group to create this book. 
For the first time in the 10-year history of the publication of the Education forAll Global 
Monitoring Reports, the Report team has asked young people to create their own summary of one. 
That is what you are now reading - the voice of youth. 

Information is power: arm yourself! Learn the facts in this book, so you can tell your 
governments what changes they need to make. Read the stories of young people who have 
taken education into their own hands - get inspired to make a change yourself. 

Photographer: Kata Szabo, aged 23, Hungary 

The group of 12 young people who have put this book together are (top row, from left to right): 
Srosh Anwar, Angad Singh, Virginia Pontarolo, Andre Melo, Stephen Swai, Romain Oria and 
(bottom row, from left to right) Wathoni Waiyaki, Raluca Besliu, Nairn Keruwala, Lubna Sadek, 
Huong Dang Thu, Willow Hewitt. ” 
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poorest c,out1fries. 
Artist: Ignacio Prudencio, aged 24, Plurinational State of Bol,v1a 
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the planet. In 2000, 164 countries committed to 
the movement, and together they set the 6 goals 
you see below. The goals we 「e established at an 
international meeting in Dakar, Senegal, with 
a deadline of 2015. This incredible movement 
has inspired many countries to make significant 
changes to their education systems. However, 
over recent years there has been a stagnation 
in progress that will delay the meeting of 
these targets until after the 2015 deadline. It 
is therefore essential that we all keep working 
towards these 6 goals. 

E 
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Cu『『ent situation: 
Since 1999, the number of children in pre-school has risen 
by almost half; however, mo「e than one in two children 
are still not attending at this level. In most countries, 
less than 10% of the education budget is spent on early 
childhood, and it tends to be particularly low in poor 
countries. This level of education is essential - a 2009 study 
on 65 countries around the world showed that 15-year-
old students who attended at least a year of pre-school 
outperformed those who had not. 

Pre-schooling in Peru 
has expanded over the past 

decade. Enrolment is above 
average for the region. And there 

is a programme that specifically 
targets marginal areas. The cost of 
this is kept low through community 
involvement, so a large number 
of children can be reached. Local 
communities provide the b떠ldings 

and furniture, and the government 
trains and pays a member of the 
community to teach. 
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All countries must offer primary education that is free and compulsory 
for all, in accordance with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
the Child. Currently, it appears that this goal will not be achieved by 2015. 
Economic barriers are preventing children from attending primary school 
because they are not able to afford the expenses such as fees, uniforms, 
books and transportation, keeping school out of the reach of millions. 

In order to ensure that young children attend primary school, the Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino 
Program was launched in the Philippines in 2008 — beneficiary households receive an average 
monthly cash transfer ofUS$19 ifthey have one school-age child. In 2011 the programme was 
scaled up to reach 2.3 million poor households and further expansion to 4.8 million households by 
2014 is planned. Results from a pilot phase showed that primary school completion rates increased 
from 68% to 73%. 

町• •• . -

How w,a마 people are w,issi"g sc.~ool 
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Cu『『ent situation: 
It is essential to ensure that the learning needs of all young people and adults a 「e met through 
equitable access to appropriate learning and life skills programmes. In 2010, 71 million adolescents of 
lower secondary school age were out of school, which deprived them of the opportunity 
to develop skills needed for work and life. The main problem with this goal is that 
it has not been well defined. However, international communities are close to 
reaching an agreement for comparable indicators of skills development, and 
the means to measure them. 

In Mexico, a programme developed by a local NGO and the Ministry of Public 
Education incorporated HIV awareness and life skills. Through role playing activities, 
students practised assertive communication and negotiations about sexual relations under peer or 
partner pressure. The students who took this programme displayed positive changes in attitude, self
esteem, decision making, and communication. 
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Cu『『ent situation: 
This goal is especially focused on women, who make 
up a high proportion of the illiterate adults in the world. 
The ta 「get is for 50% improvement in literacy levels to be 
achieved by 2015, however progress on the goal has been 
very slow. 

The 「e are still 775 million illite 「ate adults in the world. 
Two-thirds of these are women. 

China has managed 
to reduce the 
number of illiterate 

adults by 66% since 
1994, from 喝 million 

to 62 million. 
Some countries that have 
made progress in female 
literacy are Cambodia, 
Chad, Equatorial Guinea, 
Malawi, Nepal, Saudi 
Arabia and Timor-Leste. 

GoAL5: 
Ac.i,ie\/e gender parify and 혀pality 

`` 
•••• 

Cu『『ent situation: 
Although it is one of the biggest successes 
of Education for All (EFA) since 2000, there 
are still many countries that are falling 
behind the goal of achieving gender pa 「ity in 
p 「imary and secondary education by 2015. 
Sixty-eight countries have still not achieved 
gender parity in primary education, and 
girls are disadvantaged in sixty of them. 
Nevertheless, there are reasons to hope. 
Severe disadvantage in education for girls 
is significantly lowe 「 than a decade ago. It is 
important to note that boys are also affected 
by gender disparity, due to pove 「ty and the 
pull of the labour ma 「ket.

•• • • ... .. . ... .. . .. . .... ... . •• ~· 
case study: 

Some countries, such as Burundi, India and Uganda, have achieved gender 
parity in education. This can be done through adopting a variety of strategies, 
which include targeting financial support for girls, ensuring gender-
sensitive teaching measures and materials and providing safe, healthy school 
environments. ” 
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Cu『『ent situation: 
Of the 650 million children of primary school age, over 130 million of those attending school 
a 「e failing to learn the basics. Teachers are essential resources for improving the quality of 
education. In 112 countries, over 5.4 million schoolteachers are required to achieve this 
goal by 2015. Sub-Saharan Af 「ican countries alone need to recruit more than 2 
million. Of 100 countries with data on primary education, in 33, less than 75% of 
teachers were trained to the national standard. This problem is enhanced by 
population growth. The number of pupils in sub-Saharan Africa has increased 
by 50 million, and in South and West Asia by 33 million in 2010 compared to 
1999. 

•• 
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Senegal has managed to improve the 
pupil/teacher ratio significantly. The gross 
enrolment ratio rose from 68% in 1999 to 
87% in 2010, while the pupil/teacher ratio 
fell from 49:1 to 34:1. One of the measures 
through which this was achieved was by 
increasing the number of trained primary 
schoolteachers. 
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To read more about the EFA goals and 
the case studies quoted here, see the 
2012 EFA GMR, part 1. Goal 3 forms part 
of the Report, and it will be the focus 
of the remaining portion of this Youth 
Version. 

The progress towards Goal 3 has been 
slow. This is because it has previously 
not been well defined, and only recently 
has an effort been made to agree the 
measures by which progress towards 
this goal is defined. ` 
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Wkaf skills are " 

T he three types of skills shown in the 
levels opposite provide a framework 
around which to develop a path to 

productive employment. Young people are 
more numerous than ever (1 in 6 people 
in the world at the moment are between 
15-24]. and their employment is key to the 
future of the global economy. 

Education and skills form an essential part 
of this future, but they must be linked with 
the job market in order to provide a 「eal
improvement in the lives of young people 
and the economies of their communities, 
societies and countries. 

Over the following pages you will see that 
many groups of young people lack access 
to the education they require, and so cannot 
gain the skills needed for employment. 
They are consigned to hard, subsistence 
work for the rest of their lives. This is the 
most important problem for the future of 
our generation. 

훑
 

‘ If countries are to 
grow and prosper in 
a rapidly changing 
world, they need to 
pay even greater 
attention to developing 
a skilled workforce. 
And all young people, 
wherever they live 
and whatever their 
background, require 
skills that prepare 
them for decent jobs 
so they can thrive and 
participate fully in 
society. ‘ 

I 

OI 
Artist.- Collins Ntagu 

, aged 24, Nigena 
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Tec,i,";c,al a"<f 
V0C하;o"al skills 

a 『e specific practical skills that 
include metalwo『k, ICT, sewing, 
and fa 『ming, that p『epa『e you fo『
a particula 『 job. They a『e learned 
at highe『 levels of education and 
fo『mal and info『mal on-the-job 
t 『aining such as app『enticeships.

Tra"sferable skills 

『efe『 to a wide va『iety of skills, such as p『oblem
solving, ent『ep『eneu『ship and communication 
skills, which a『e essential fo『 p『oductlve jobs. 
They can be obtained throughout education. 
These skills allow young people to adapt to 
dlffe『ent work envl『onments.

fou"daf;o" skills 
a『e the fl 『st steps In education; they a 『e basic skills such 
as 『eadlng, writing and mathematics, which can be gained In 
p『Ima『y and lowe『 seconda『y school. These are p『erequlsltes
fo『 continuing in education. f'o 『 those who miss out on learning 
these skills, second-chance p『og『ammes a『e a way to gain them 
when older. 
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Ma"yyou"g people arou"d fhe world le히e school wifho마 the skills they 
"e여 for work a떠 life.ln b아h develop여 a"d develop따 C0U"tries, they 
are deprived of fheir righf to have 忍ess fo lear";"g opporfu"ifies, due 

t° P0Verty, co"fliCt, dis命ilities, their s"ial st하us, fheir ge"der, or where fhey 
liVe. To3아her, we will e>cattJi"e how each of these factors impacts their access 
to educ하io" a"d their possibilities i" life, sOCh as their f아ure ett,ployme"t 
opportu"ities. 

In this soctiori, I will present to you the '+larioos 3roops of yoori3 people, who, 
just like ttJe, Garin아 e)(f>erierile the basil ri3ht of learriiri3 the skills need여 for 
work. We willlisten to their stories, see their piGtores , arid stri'+/e to b아十er 

oriderstarid their e>cperieriles. 
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T he majority of the poor worldwide live in 
rural areas, where the youth are dependent 
on a combination of small-scale farming 

and poorly paid casual labour. 

An extreme lack of access to education in rural 
a 「eas means that young people can ra 「ely learn 
to read and write, let alone learn the skills 
needed to work on modern technologically 
enhanced fa 「ms.

Early before setting off for school and shortly 
after knocking off from school, Poline (12) and 
her brother, Chifundo (14), are forced to join their 
father in the field. Poline complains: 'Tobacco 
picking can be so tedious and burdensome for me. 
I put the leaves on my hands and throw them into 
the basket while I bend my back for a long time. 
My back really pains afterwards.' She complains 
that some of the work she is subj ected to is 
extremely wearisome for her age, but she cannot 
avoid it. 

Interview & writing by Omega Tanganyika, aged 26, Malawi 

Increasing land-scarcity also means that non
farm jobs are mo「e impo 「tant than ever. But 
these requi 「e business and finance skills 
that are not taught in such educationally 
deprived areas. 

루 

I really want to study, but the 
school does not have proper 
toilets and sanitation facilities; 
also the school is so far for us 
to travel, and being responsible 
for the majority of domestic 
work makes it hard for us to 
take time-out for school. 

Anika Singh, aged 29, India. Taken from her 
diary, aged 15 
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R :「;\nu;問:neIZwa; ；：； has 
left millions of people living 

in squalid slum conditions. Young 
people make up a disp 「oportionately

high sha 「e of this. Fo 「 many, the only 
employment options a 「e insecu 「e,

subsistence activities. Schools and 
teachers a 「e scarce in slums, and 
financial p 「essures force many young 
people into work befo 「e they have even 
gained basic educational skills. 

In low-income countries, the informal 
sector makes up the majority of 
employment in urban areas. This is a 
diverse sector covering a wide range of 
economic activities, from subsistence 
activities, such as waste-picking and street 
vending, to sewing and garment- making, 
car repair, construction and various crafts. 
Many of these have the potential to create 
wealth, but require skills education that is 
unavailable to most. 

Urba" poor 

‘ Young people tend to make 
up a disproportionate 
share of those living 
in squalid conditions 
in unplanned urban 
settlements ... Many of 
these young people left 
school before mastering 
basic skills such as 
literacy and numeracy." 

Ali is g years old. He lives and works 
as a servant in Waqeel Saab's flat 
in the city. Throughout the day, 
he cleans the house, washes and 
irons clothes, and does whatever 
work they tell him to do. When he 
is free, he looks at the world from 
his window. There is a park in front 
of the balcony - everyone there 
seems to be happy. Children in this 
neighbourhood speak English, but 
not Ali. He is poor so he cannot 
study, and it makes him feel 
illiterate. He wishes he could get 
just one chance to study like other 
children. 

The best part of the day for Ali is 
night-time. It excites him enough 
to survive the whole day working, 
waiting for the night to come. When 
Saab and Baaji go to sleep and Ali 
finishes cleaning, he peeks into 
Saab's cabinet with some books. 
Some have pictures too but most are 
just words. He doesn't understand 
what they mean but they refresh his 
dream to go to school. 

Ali, interview & writing by Sanah Soomro, 
aged 22, Pakistan 
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are excluded from the world of formal work. 
Two-thirds of illiterate people are women, 
and those who cannot 「ead will not be able to 
learn other skills. 

The problem is that where money and 
resources are limited, cultu 「al norms often 
dictate that girls should be the ones to miss 
out on education. Their opportunities are 
sacrificed in order that they support their 
families with long hou 「s of arduous domestic 
labour. 

There is an African proverb that states 'If you 
educate a man you educate an individual, but 
if you educate a woman you educate a family, 
and a whole nation.' If girls continue to be left 
out of education, many countries are missing 
out on the great potential for development. 

Utttwi2.a Cle아;Cul) 

Umwlza, 
passed he『 exams, 
but sac『lflced to ma『『lage
fo『 he『 two b『othe『s to 
『elish the f『ult of education. 

A d『eam, distant illusion, 
becoming a lawye『
0『 the fi『st female p『esident.
A neve『-ending struggle 
ensues as he『 baby bu『sts out c『ying.

Reynatd Raymond, 

Ph otographer: Emad K. anm, aged29 , Egypt 

Chisomo Phiri is a 15-year-old-girl who 
became a sex worker at 14 after she 
escaped from a forced marriage to 
a man almost three times her age. 'I 
became angry to hear that my 17-year
old brother is almost completing 
secondary school back home, yet I 
couldn't be given the same chance. 
Instead, my parents subjected me to a 
polygamous man who used to beat me 
up almost every time he comes home 
drunk,' she recalls emotionally. 

Chisomo, interview & writing by Omega Tanganyika, 
aged 26, Malawi 

Rukaiya left school at the age of g; she 
was not allowed to go to school simply 
because she was a girl. She cried telling 
me her story since her brothers enjoyed 
going to school while she stayed back 
home doing household chores. Her 
parents think educating girls is a waste 
of money. 'I want to become a doctor, if 
only education was free of cost I could 
go to schoollike my brothers.' 

Rukaiya, interview & writing by Kamal 
Qureshi, aged 21, Pakistan 

aged 25, United Republic of Tanzania 

. SoCIO-economJCandcU/turaldIScnm\nauon faced byglrls andwo' m many countnes adds addltl0nal barnersto thelraccess tosk\\\s eclucatIOn 



young PeoPle aCCected by C0"CliCt 

c :tl\ce\：［二e:갑입v\＼＼?d\＼＼＼\。en for 
All. Widespread instability, lack of long-

te 「m development assistance and sho 「t-te 「m
humanitarian aid, as well as a lack of adequate 
educational infrastructu 「e, p 「events child 「en
living in wa 「-torn zones from accessing 
education. This severely limits their future 
employment opportunities, and hampers the 
economic recovery of their country. 

As a result of conflict and loss of 
lives, countries find themselves with 
disproportionately high youth populations. 
This increases the importance of education 
to the future development of the country, but 
it also means that there is a general lack of 
skilled professionals, such as teachers. This 
is difficult to resolve as conflict uses up major 
financial resources, which would be necessary 
to improve education. 

Often, students fear returning to school afte 「

experiencing conflict-related trauma. Apart 
f 「om children living in conflict-areas, 「efugee
children a 「e also excluded from education, due 
to inapp 「opriate assistance f 「om the receiving 
governments as well as the international 
community. 

‘ Conflict-affected countries 
are the most off track in 
efforts to achieve EFA. 
Many fall through the 
cracks in the international 
aid structure, with their 
education systems 
receiving neither long-term 
development assistance nor 
short-term humanitarian 
aid.1111 

It was a day in early summer of 
1998 when the Taliban fighter jets 
bombed my hometown of Bamyan. 
These actions were quite regular, 
but that day they bombed the 
schools and children. I got up and 
saw some of my friends screaming, 
some yelling for help, some did not 
talk, just gazed at me, and some of 
them were not even alive. It was 
the most horrible thing for me to 
see, when I was ten years old. From 
twenty people that we were, two 
of my close friends got killed and 
twelve others injured. 

For me, that was not the end of my 
education career. I was not scared 
to go back to school and fight to 
continue my education, though I 
was not sure if I was going to get 
hit by another bomb in the future. 
I continued one more month, until 
the Taliban captured Bamyan and 
we had to leave our homes and 
schools by walking via mountains to 
Kabul. 
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Margi"alize<f w,;"orifies 

| &~~~s:。O:；;r点e: ＇r;「n:pSeo:ya;uee to 
circumstances they face. Young people 

with disabilities or with HIV and AIDS have 
very diffe 「ent experiences. But they are faced 
with discrimination and social stigma that 
holds back their chances in both education 
and wo 「k.

For those with disabilities, finding a job can 
be specifically difficult because of thei 「 low 
level of education and accessibility barriers 
to their workplaces. 

Young people still know very little about how 
to prevent the transmission of HIV and AIDS. 
This increases their vulnerability to infection. 

'When I enrolled in a school, other kids 
teased me and called me moatia (dwarf). I had 
to quit when it became unbearable. I managed 
to learn the trade of shoemaking but have no 
capital to start.' 

Brenya, interview & writing byHarrison Obeng Debrah, 
aged 28, Ghana 

youn3 Pe0Ple with 
HI\/ and AIDS 

'I am disabled. My family 
members drive me out of 
the house before 4am and I 
have to stay outside till after 
10pm so that no one sees me 
as part of the family.' 

Tien is six years old and lives in extreme poverty in a sub-urban 
area of Ho Chi Minh City. What makes his situation worse, 
however, is the fact that he is HIV-positive and thus denied the 
right to attend any public school. The local stigma is strong. The 
community is small. Almost everyone in his neighbourhood knows 
he's been suffering from this disease. Tien is still too young to 
know that he's growing into a future where education and work 
opportunities for HIV-positive people are almost impossible to find. 

Vu Thi Quynh Giao, aged 22, Viet Nam 
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Many minority g 「oups in various countries a 「ound the 
world are marginalized due to their class, ethnic group, 
caste o 「 colour. Educational provisions focus on the 
majority, and the requi 「ements and wishes of minority 
g 「oups are often disca 「ded. As a result, minority 
child 「en are less likely to attend school. 

Moreover, the lack of specific educational provisions 
for minorities not only reduces their chances to acquire 
basic skills, but also to have access to quality and 
culturally-appropriate education. This often leads to 
low achievement and high dropout rates. Their lack of 
skills and training often results in their marginalization 
in the labou 「 market. 

‘ Factors linked to 
disadvantage in 
education, such 
as ... disability, a『e
often also associated 
with disadvantage in 
the labour market. This 
is not a coincidence 
- unequal skills 
development, social 
no『ms and labou『
market discrimination 
combine to lead to this 
outcome. ‘ 

In my country, the Roma are an ethnic minority who have lived here for hundreds ofyears, but are still very 
isolated from the rest of society. The Roma face significant social stigma in Romania, which excludes them 
from both school and work. I work with an NGO, OvidiuRom, which provides a summer school that targets 
the Roma children. The students are aged 8 to 11, and have never attended any classes before. Many do not 
even have basic knowledge, such as knowing the days of the week or the months of the year. 

This is because most of them come from undeTrivileged families, who cannot pay for school suPP1ies, 
clothes, and other education related costs. It is important to create programmes that address the specific 
cultural needs of the Roma communities and adequately integrate them into the schooling system. 

Raluca Besliu, aged 24, Romania 

Harke and Bhola 
Damai are two 
brothers living 
together in a 
remote area of 
Nepal. Due to 
their caste, they 
are regarded as 
'untouchable' and 
are not allowed 
to mix with the 
people who are 
considered elite 
and go to school. 
Thi ’ 1s community-s 
people are isolated 
and out of the 
mainstream. 

Photograph and writing 
by: Saurav Raj Pant, 
aged 21, Nepal 
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T'1ere is awi iwic.reasiwig global effort to iw,pro\/e b아h 忍ess to, awi<f q,oalitY of, 
educ하io" Cor PeoPle like me. G0Vemme"ts, PriV아e or5a"iz하iowis, tJGos a떠 
t'1e Uwiite<f 曲十iowis are stri\/iwig to ewisore t'1아 yoowig people are able to go to 

SCh00l and leam the skills need여 to g아 ajob. They are als0 Pr0Vidi"5 Sec.o"d-ChanCe 
ed0C하iowi programw,es for t'1ose w1,o w,isse<f o마, a"4 Prac.tical trainin5 t0 teaCh 
\/ital skills for work.lwi a<f<fitiowi, t'1ey are pa\/iwig t'1e w에 to t'1e f아ore oC edUC라io" 

by iwic.reasiwig ac.c.ess to <figital learwiiwig. 

In fkis sec.fion,you'll see e>catt1ples of fkese ttJelkaniSttJS o"돼따i"3you"3 PeoPle 
wifk fke skills fkey need to work. You'll also find a sec.fion abo아 the str아egies for 
fi"anCin5 this edUC아ion. Plus you c.an read on fo find Wk하 ”eeds fo be done, and fken 
find e>catt1ples of w1굽t young people tkett1sel"+/es are doing to pro"+/ide skills training, 
and a yo아h C0"clusio" th아 Jooks to WI마 needs to be the foe.us in the f아ure if all 
C.hildren and young people, regardless of their bac.kground, are 혀'uiPP여 with 여"아ion 

and skills. 
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economics all factor in to the reasons why 
child 「en either never make it or cannot 
remain in school. Without even the basic skills 
of reading and w「iting, they will never find 
productive work. 

Programmes that specifically target these 
issues will enable those most in need to get 
the education that is currently so fa 「 out 
of reach. Solutions can include timetable 
flexibility that accommodates children 
who have to work or do chores, community 
engagement to ensure that everyone 
understands the need to educate girls, or 
social protection measures such as cash 
transfers to help the poorest with the costs of 
books and uniforms. 

Hadiza was brought from her village to live with 
a family as their house maid; she attends evening 
secondary school that fits to her work schedule. 
She does her chores in the morning, while her 
employers and their kids are away to work and 
school, so on their return, she heads to school. The 
concern is the fatigue and concentration level in 
school, after such a tedious work, but she feels it 
is better than no education at all, at least she can 
read now and is getting to write gradually. She 
says: 'Though to be honest afternoon school is not 
that good because then the environment is not 
conducive to learn ... but for many people like me 
that cannot wake and get ready for school, unless 
we finish our house work, it is helping us to at least 
get a form of education. So I appeal to government 
to build more schools in our neighbourhood and 
get us better envi et us better environment. 

Hadiza, interview & writing by Oni Gbenga Isaac, aged 29, 
Nigeria 

My family was too poor so my 
older brother sent me to an 
orphanage. Here was where 
I first went to school. I was 2 

years late when I came to grade 
1 at the Charity School. Now I 
study at the Educational Center 
District 3. I don't need to pay 
school fees as my orphanage 
supervisor applied for a fee 
waiver. 

Nguyen Viin Ot, interview & writing by Huong 
Dang Thu, aged 24, Viet Nam 
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‘ The most cost-effective way to provide basic skills is 
to ensure that all children have access to good quality 
primary schooling." 

When I reached school going age, I was taken to a private primary school 
though it was far away and expensive for my mother (HIV widow) in terms 
of paying school fees and other scholastic materials. Discrimination by 
fellow pupils was another challenge faced in that school. 

In 2008 my mother surprised me that I was given a vacancy in COTFONE 
Children's Centre that purely provides free basic formal primary education 
(Vocational Integrated). In addition to that, I am receiving scholastic 
materials for my efficient and effective education. Besides that, my family 
received pigs and seeds to act as income generating activities to cater for 
other household needs. When I am at school, I receive psycho-social support 
(counselling and guidance) with other students like me which makes me 
extremely happy and enjoying my remaining life time as a normal child. 

Due to extensive vocational knowledge acquired, I am now able to produce 
my own handcrafts and sell them to available local markets within my 
community and look forward to stretching to outsider markets. Besides 
that, I am a peer educator to other vulnerable girls within my HIV Social 
Network whom I train in the same skills to foster their self-reliance. 

Ruth, interview & writing by Muddu Yisito Kayinga, aged 26, Uganda 

Photographer: Emad Karim, aged 29, Egypt 
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T here are 200 million young people who 
missed out on school and have failed to 
learn even the most basic skills. For those 

missed by the fi 「st step of conventional schooling, 
there must be a second chance to obtain the skills 
needed fo 「 employment. Though second-chance 
p 「ogrammes focus on p 「imary education, it is 
essential that this training is not limited to the 
very young, as is often the case. Second chance 
for individuals gives them an opportunity to gain 
foundation skills that willlead them to bette 「

employment. 

Mr. Chun, the chief of school affairs at 
'Gangdong Night School', says: 'Night 
School has covered where public education 
couldn't. Also it has been run by volunteers 
like me. I think the Night School is the 
alternative education for those who 
couldn't participate in public education. 
If public schools and night schools were 
connected, it can make all generations get 
along within education.' Young people are 
still being left out of education and it will 
last for a long time. A 'Night School' has 
to be maintained for the young people's 
second chance. 

Interview & writing by Hye won Chung, aged 17, 
Republic of Korea 
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w따 is f'1e proporfion of you마eople w1,o 

tt,iSS여 Primary SC.hOOl i" loW and middle inC0me 

C0°“tries? 

'in 123 low and middle income countries, around 200 million of the aged 15 to 24 have 
not even completed primaryschool. This is equivalent to one in five young people · 
{2012 EFA GMR, p 16/ 
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At the age of 7, Emmanuel left his 
family and went to live a street life. 
This was due to poverty — they were 
hopeless in their family to the point 
that he found the street life more 
enjoyable than being at home. For a 
period of 6 years he lived on the street. 
He could often spend 3 to 4 days 
without eating, he was beaten most of 
the time, and turned to drugs. 

I met him last year when I joined the 
university where he could hang most 
of the time near the campus begging 
for money. He told me: 'If I ever get a 
chance to go to the university like you, 
I will strive to become a mechanist, I 
will help my little sisters to move out 
of the misery they are in and I will 
buya car!' 

At that time he was 16 years old, but 
he had never been to school before. In 
other words he had to start with the 
basic skills that are taught to kids of 3 
years old. I started procedures to get 
him back to school, I went to many 
schools but none wanted to have 
him for he was too old, but finally 
I found what we call in my country 
The Catch Up Program. This program 
is incorporated in primary school 
on local levels to help assist young 
men and women who did not get the 
chance to go to school at the early age. 
Here they study the primary level that 
normally takes 6 years in only 3 years. 
Finally I managed to get him back to 
school! 

Emmanuel, interview & writing byShema Steve, 
aged21, Rwanda 

Radha Khanal was born in a stereotype, superstitious society. She passed her childhood being her mother's 
helping hand and then married away in a tender age of 20. She became an early mom and started raising 
her own children and fulfilling all the responsibilities coming along with it. Being illiterate, she had lost 
her confidence and self-esteem. However, her children encouraged her to study and fulfil her dreams. 

'It's never too late to start learning. I could not study during my childhood but the desire to learn 
was always burning in my heart, 'explains Radha. 'Where there is a will, there is a way.' She joined a 
second-chance programme and now she studies in Grade 5. She believes that education has brought a 
drastic change in her life. She has regained her self-confidence and dares to dream her future. She says: 
'Education has been a boon in my life. I can read and write on my own. I'm very thankful to my teachers 
and friends for all their support and guidance.' She aims to work as a social worker to teach 
underprivileged children and women like her in the future. 

Interview & writing byAnjani Joshi, aged 20, Nepal 
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schools, or th 「ough work-based training. Many 
jobs specifically 「equi 「e technical know-how, f 「om
9 「owing vegetables to using a sewing machine. For 
young adults who have missed fo 「mal schooling o 「

who did not manage to gain skills for work through 
their education, gaining practical training can be a 
means of securing employment. 

Internships and apprenticeships are 
two of the most well-known types 
of work-based learning. For higher
level skills, it may be more suitable 
to study in a practical environment. 
One of the problems with learning 
skills in this manner is that outside 
of the framework of a curriculum 
there is, in many countries, no 
way to formally recognize the 
skills gained. More work needs to 
be done to ensure that whenever 
investments are made in young 
people to help them attain practical 
skills, these acquired abilities 
can be a recognizable gateway to 
employment. Extending foundational 
skills to those aged 15 to 24 and 
combining that with vocational 
training can help them find secure 
work. 

玩s仲M지 °P門rtu"ity
A difficult conception, 
『obbed me of education. 
Powe『less empty hands, 
denied me the ABC plans, 
and so f『om the womb, 
a st『eet kid was born. 

But a doo『 swung open, 
light gleamed, a lid b『oken.
A gift of practical training 
bestowed a silve『 lining. 
Propelled to new highs, 
Job oppo『tunities nea『ed,
WO『kplace access 『ealized.

Today a mento『 of passion, 
inspiring with 『evelation,
empowe『Ing destinies, 
SC『lbbling success stories. 

Picture provided by Ch erith Point 
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In September 2011 the Grounded and Holistic 
Approach for People's Empowerment (GRAPE), an 
NGO in Bamenda, Cameroon, developed a proj ect on 
vocational training. It helps underprivileged children 
who cannot afford secondary education to develop 
their skills through two-year apprenticeships. 

'reII "' Z 
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The young people are taught in fields such as 
techniques of woodwork, electrical engineering, 
hospitality management, tailoring, and interior decor. 
Within their 2 year training period, the child reports 
to the GRAPE office every Monday to also strengthen 
and build their skills in reading and writing, 
empowerment on basic knowledge including health 
and human rights awareness. 
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` Writing by Laura Muma, aged 28, Cameroon 

Photographer, Muddu Yisito Kayinga, aged26, Uganda 

My brother and I have a company that manufactures renewable energy from value added sawdust 
and biofuel. We hire new employees from vulnerable communities. For the first week, they undergo 
entrepreneurship training to acquaint them with the business environment, and then an orientation in 
the practical side of the production process. Through working with us, our employees learn how to raise 
money, make money and save money. This is done to enable them to gain the skills so that they will also 
be able to run their own businesses one day. 

One of our employees, Collins Mwewa (26), has only attended primary school, he lost his parents when he 
was 16 and could not continue with his education. He became a street kid and was involved in drugs and 
theft. He says working for the company and having gone through the training has inspired him to one day 
run his own company. He says you don't need to have a degree or PhD to have a successful life. 

Writing byJack Kafwanka, aged 19, Zambia 
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9 「oups such as rural youth), they're also an 
increasingly impo 「tant tool in the workplace. 
Education can benefit from using digital elements, 
and it's also essential to include these in order 
to give young people an essential skill for 
employability. 

‘ Th e use of information and 
communication technology 
(ICT) in education is gathering 
momentum across the world, 
even in some of the most 
challenging environments 
in developing 
countries. ‘ 

In Zambia young university graduates have teamed up and their goal is to enable 
educational information to be packaged and shared with members of the public via 
mobile phone SMS system. They have named their company 'Nchitonet Dot Com'. They 
have a wonderful SMS application system that school management can use to send 
standardized and personalized messages to students and parents. Its aim is to help schools 
provide educational information to disadvantaged children and other young people who 
could not have had the chance to go to school. 

Writing by Tuliswensi Sinyange, aged 28, Zambia 

Photographer: Beth Santos, aged 26, United States 



The internet can be a godsend 
for young people looking for 
an education. The maj ority of 
the population has a mobile 
subscription in every continent, 
and computers are becoming 
more widespread. The Indian 
Government has launched tablets 
with internet at just $35 for 
students, with plans to distribute 
10 million over the next few 
years. The ability to learn from 
the internet is making education 
more accessible for everyone. 

) 
Even right now, many young 
people that can't afford full 
schooling are able to access the 
internet. They can use the internet 
(whether at home or somewhere 
public like a library) to learn at 
their own pace for free, even if 
they have to work in the daytime 
or can't afford or access regular 
schooling. If they want to get a 
qualification like a high school 
diploma, then they just need to 
afford time and money for one or 
two days to attend an exam. This 
lowers the cost barrier of pursuing 
an education a lot. 

Writing byAli Zayaan, aged 19, Maldives 
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曲Ver Abse"t A5ai" 
Today Is Just anothe『 day 
Yet today Is 틀 new day 
For today Is the day when 
for the first time In my 11 years 
I am 9oln9 to watch a televlslon! 

With a sprln9 to my step I walk briskly 
down the slope, ac『oss the b『ld9e and throu9h the fields. 
I wish to cover the three kilometres 
between our hut and the school In half the time. 

The schoolroom Is already full of my chatterln9 classmates 
who seem to have woken up ea『lie『 and walked faster than I did. 

But as soon as we hea『 the wo『ds - 'Let's watch this' -
everyone falls silent and seems to be holdln9 thel『 breath. 

Eyes 9lued on the televlslon. 

We watch a video of the human circulatory system -

Ah so that's how blood Is ca『rled Into the hea『t by the veins. 
Ah so that's how the heart pumps blood out! 
Oh but It's a powerful muscle! 

I never really unde『stood clea『ly how the whole thln9 worked 
from Mrs. Abo's hand drawings. 

At the end of one episode we all were c『avln9 for mo『e.
It's a shame that It's now the Grade 3 pupils' turn. 
Never mind, as we'll have our turn again tomorrow. 

So I shall make SU『e neve『 to be absent. 
Not tomo『『ow.
Not ever. 
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A story of Grade 6 student Christine Tombaloy from a rural school. 
Writing by Made/line Romero, aged 30, The Philippines 
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learning the skills they need to get a job. Money alone is not the answer, but less 
money will certainly be harmful. 

Since Dakar, countries have been investing more in education. 
The greatest increase in spending has been in low and middle 
income countries. Among them, 63% increased their national 
budget on education. However, the current financial crisis has 
highlighted the problem of relying on international aid. Many 
donor countries are not only limiting the money they invest 
in education in developing countries, but are also making 
education a lower priority. 

Not only is there a need to spend the money that is being 
invested in more efficient ways, it is also important to look for 
new sources of funding to promote learning and life skills for 
young people. 

‘ Figures on aid to 
education tell only 
pa『t of the sto『y.
Ensu『ing that 
money is spent 
effectively - that it 
『eaches class『ooms,
is di 『ected to those 
most in need and 
has a lasting impact 
- is just as vital. ‘ 

The financing gap may increase if donors don't put education at the top of the political agenda. Also, 
innovative solutions worldwide may be 「equired. Financial aid from emerging donors such as B 「azil,

China and India is one possible resource. However, this might be not enough to reach all countries 
in need, so othe 「 sources of funding need to be found, A good management of natu 「al resou 「ces and 
cooperation with private organizations might also help to achieve the EFA goals and consequently 
p 「ovide young people with educational programmes that help them to acquire the skills they need to find 
a better job and live a decent life. 
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yourself, read these 10 steps for a bette 「 future and take action. 

’ Pro"ide sec.ond-C.隨"c.e educ.하ion ~or 
thoSe with IoW Or “° 800nd하ion skills 

Providing second-chance education to a large number 
ofyoung people requires well-coordinated and 
adequately funded programmes. This is achieved by: 
• Increasing government and donor support 
prioritizing policy-creation for young people without 
foundation skills 
• Developing and including second-chance education 
in the national budget forecast 

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• r - _ ,』

s Make upper sec.ondary ed"하ion tt,ore 
ac.c.essible to f~e disad'+lanfa~ed and 
itt1pro'+le ifs rele'+lanc.e to work 

0 
'. ... ... . • .. . 

z Tac.kle the barriers th하 1jmit ac.c.ess 
to Jower sec아dary sc.i,ooJ 

Upper secondary schools should be able to equip 
youth with workplace skills by: 
• Ensuring technical and vocational training is 
included with flexible schedules 
• Creatively teaching applied skills that are relevant 
to manyjob contexts through curriculum reforms 
• Giving career guidance 

•• •• . .. ... .. •• " ..... -- .. . .. 
5 Aitt1 policies a,id pro3l'att1tt1es 아 yo아h i" 

depri't/ed rural areas 

Without the foundation skills that primary and lower 
secondary schools should offer, the chances of finding 
a rewarding j ob are severely limited. These skills can 
be secured by: 
• Increasing the number of public schools that cover 
all education costs and ensuring accessibility in rural 
areas 
• Promoting female participation in schools by 
understanding and overcoming the cultural barriers 

U· 
Gi\/e poor orba" yo아h ac.cess t0 skills 

frai"i"3 for befterjobs 

Governments' development strategies need to provide 
a clearer indication of how the skills needed by young 
people living in urban poverty will be met and funded. 
The important actions are: 
• Strengthening training provided by master 
craftspeople and improving training conditions 
• Providing budding entrepreneurs access to funds 
to start their own business as well as much- needed 
training 

National governments should give greater attention to 
rural young people by: 
• Providing second-chance education to acquire 
foundation skills as well as training in agriculture 
techniques to enhance productivity 
• Ensuring they have access to training on 
entrepreneurship and financial management to widen 
their opportunities, especially where farmland is 
becoming scarce 

... .. . . 
•• ... 
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Li"k *ills trainin3 with 

soe.ial Pr아"tio" C0r the 

f>ooresf yo아h 

Skills' training alone is unlikely to 
be sufficient for most disadvantaged 
urban and rural poor. Therefore, 
measures should be taken by: 
• Including those involved in 
subsistence activities, such as street 
vendors, waste-pickers, smallholders, 
and home-based workers in social 
protection schemes 
• Combining microfinance or social 
protection with training in basic 
literacy and numeracy, as this can 
help in overcoming the multiple 
forms of disadvantage that can lock 
youth into poverty 

-, Make the traini때 ”eeds of 

dis죄Va"ta3여 you"3 WOmen a hi3h 

Priority 

More should be done to help young women make 
productive use of their skills by: 
• Providing them with microfinance and livelihood 
assets as well as skills to manage them 
• Giving women control over their resources, to 
benefit them and their families 
• Creating programmes that take into account 
the socio-economic and cultural restrictions that 
women face in their countries 
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e曲anc.e oppo마Unifies foryoung people 

Information and Communication Technology 
(ICT) should be used to provide skills training to a 
larger audience by: 
• Using basic technology, such as radio, to 
disseminate information and provide skills 
training, particularly for people in remote rural 
areas 
• Enhancing and improving ICT training prospects 
for urban youth 

.` _. .• - •• 
:. ’ lmpro't/e pla""쩌 by stre"3the"in5 data 

coIl"tio" a"d C00rdinatio" °C skills 

Pr연rammes 

A 

Government should involve various young 
stakeholders in the planning process to identify 
constraints and develop appropriate solutions by: 
• Collaborating with businesses and trade 
unions, to ensure that skill training efforts and 
national qualification frameworks are relevant to 
employment 
• Initiating skills development programmes beyond 
the formal school system that includes second
chance programmes and apprenticeships, while 
linking to the labour market 

一
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IO 
Mobilize 혀ditio"al Cu"di"3 Crom diVerse 

sourc.es <f핵여여 to fke fraini때 ”函s

of <fi햏dVa마현e<f yo아h 

There is a pressing need for resources, especially in 
low income countries, to be diverted to the training 
needs of disadvantaged youth. This can be achieved 
by: 
• Ensuring that national governments and 
international agencies prioritize training 
programmes and provide additional funds for their 
effective implementation 
• Involving private companies in training 
disadvantaged youth through their foundations and 
corporate social responsibility funds 
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You should use the information you have learned in this book to tell your government what it needs to do in 
order to educate its youth. But you can also be a force for change yourself. On this page, you can find some 
truly inspiring stories of young people who are taking action to make a change in their own communities. Get 
motivated to take part in the education revolution, and join the Change Generation. 

‘ Young people are rarely able to 
contribute to policy-making, but it is 
important for their voices to be heard 
... They have a deeper understanding 
than policy-makers do of the realities of 
their own lives, including the experience 
of education and training and the 
challenge of finding a good job. ‘ 
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Youth across the world are facing a 
number of problems and the root cause of 
most of the problems is illiteracy and the 
extremely low level of education which 
leads to unemployment. While a number 
of organizations are pondering over this 
problem, a group of youngsters from 
the city of Ahmedabad in India formed 
an organization in 2006 -露A (Youth) 
Unstoppable gives us some very simple 
yet effective solutions to these complex 
problems. 

Volunteers of YCNA Unstoppable have 
started weekend schools at various 
locations in the city where youth who 
couldn't continue their education could 
learn elementary English and mathematics. 

In 2009, the programme was joined by 
Microsoft India, and within 
a span of a few months, the 
weekend school programme 
was operational in 30 different 
cities of India with the help 
of Microsoft Student Partners 
and Volunteers of YCNA 
Unstoppable. 

The programme focuses on 
English, mathematics and 
computers that enhances the 
employability of the youth. More 
than 25,000 youth have benefited 
from this programme since its 
inception. A number of universities 
and corporate companies have 
joined the programme and it is still 
growing. 

Writing by Nairn Keruwala, aged 24, India 
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In 
places 

like 

Korogocho

, the 

third 

largest 

slum 

in 
Kenya

, the 

dreams 

of 
many 

young 

people 

remained 

trapped 

in 
poverty. 

Their 

dreams 

shattered 

because 

they 

cannot 

access 

education

. 

Although 

many 

of 
them 

have 

no 

access 

to 

education

, particularly 

secondary 

and 

tertiary 

education

, they 

are 

hopeful 

and 

buoyant. 

Just 

over 

one 

year 

ago

, some 

ofus 

who 

are 

trained 

in 
media 

established 

K 
Youth 

Media

. It 

provides 

free 

j
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u
r
n
a
l
i
s
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다
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and 

skills 

that 

lead 

to 
employment 

and 

improvement 

of 
lives 

in 
the 

informal 

settlement. 

Crucially 

and 

as 
part 

of 
their 

training

, those 

who 

are 

enrolled 

at 
the 

Media 

Centre 

are 

전
>
e
n
 special 

skills 

on 

how 

to 
cover 

and 

produce 

st0ries 

on 

the 

adverse 

effects 

oflack 

of 
education 

and 

other 

essential 

needs 

in 
the 

informal 

settlements

. 

균

a
 result 

of 
their 

efforts

, mainstream 

media 

houses 

in 
Kenya 

are 

now 

asking 

to 
partner 

with 

K 
Youth 

Media 

to 
train 

some 

of 
the 

youth 

and 

to 
offer 

them 

internships 

and 

employment. 

Additionally

, media 

houses 

are 

now 

coming 

to 
ask 

for 

stories 

done 

b>

>
outh 

trained 

by 

K 
Youth 

Media

. Such 

transformative 

and 

· 
d 
to 
change 

the 

mnovat1ve 

m1trnt1ves 

are 

reqmre 

lives 

of 
many>oung 

people 

who 

cannot 

afford 

education

. 

Writ,ng 

by 

Raphael 

Obonyo`aged 

30`Kenya 
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To educate young women in my culture was not acceptable. For the local villagers, there was a feeling of 
shame to send their daughters and sisters to the school. This thinking left the women of the community in 
the darkness of illiteracy. 

I have a desire to educate the people of my village, especially the girls of the village because they are the 
key factor to bringing change in the village and helping in the development of the village as well as the 
nation. Education provides awareness to any society. Especially the education of the females because the 
educated girl becomes a good daughter, sister, wife, mother and teacher to the future leaders of the nation. 

In 2004, I started in my mission to educate the local young women with the help of my family. I got some 
financial support from my family members for tents, blackboard, books, and stationery items. Then I started 
a class in which girls aged s to 16 are inducted. They are taught by two of my sisters. There was much 
resistance in launching this programme from the villagers, but my family supported me in trying to change 
their minds. 

The programme is free of cost, and in the second year the number of students increased. I have managed 
to get some additional financial support from a local welfare body. The funds provide a daily stipend, which 
motivates students to attend as well as reducing the financial burden on their families. 

Following the success of this programme, the local government also provided support by building and 
furnishing a classroom, so we can provide more schooling to the local young women. With the help of 
my family, I managed to start this mission, and made it into a reality that keeps on growing. I believe that 
change is never easy - but with enthusiasm, imagination and integrity, it's always possible. 

Writing Muhammad Amjad Khan, aged 28, Pakistan 

Sign up today to the EFA Global Monitoring Report campaign 
[find information at: http://www.efareport.unesco.org - see 'push for youth skills'] to be updated about 
events happening in your own country, and activities you can get involved in. 

You can also contribute th 「ough the campaign to a youth newspaper that will send your opinions directly to 
governments around the world. 

Your message matters: become a member of the Change Gene 「ation and commit yourself to making a 
difference! 



You have read that there are millions of young 
people who do not have access to any form 
of education, so are lacking even foundation 

skills. You have also read that many young people 
attending school fail to acquire even basic literacy! 
And you have learned that current school curricula 
are insufficient, and teache 「s not approp 「iately

qualified, to equip youth with the technical and 
transferable skills they need to get a job. 

As the Arab Spring has shown, youth want to 
be, and can be, the Change Generation. By 
commissioning this Youth Version of its landmark 
Report, UNESCO has shown that it wants the 
voices of young people to be heard. We have 
chosen to p 「esent our recommendations for the 
future of skills education. While we cannot hope to 
represent the opinions of all young people, we want 
to give you the inspiration to come to your own 
conclusions on this subject. 

The Report is huge and comprehensive, but it 
shows that more attention needs to be paid by 
governments to certain groups of people whose 
p 「oblems have been ignored for far too long. 
These are the invisible groups like young people 
with disabilities, those with HIV and AIDS, and 
those who a 「e discriminated against due to thei 「

sexuality. Many countries deny the existence of 
these people. Their communities shun them and 
deny them thei 「 basic human right to education. 
Youth 「ecognize this scandal and want it 
addressed. Many of the stories submitted to this 
Youth Ve 「sion made by the Task Force highlighted 
the issues of marginalized youth, and those voices 
need to be heard. 

We recommend that in future, more education 
focuses on eme 「ging issues: digital technologies, 
the green economy, resou 「ce efficiency and 
sustainable energy will all play increasingly 
important roles in our lives. Schools need to 
change now in o 「der to ensure that young people 
have skills in these secto 「s.

We also recommend that governments around 
the world consider more seriously what we young 
people can do for ourselves. In this Youth Version, 
we have tried to show you a little of what youth 
are doing to make a change in their own societies 
- but there is much, much more happening out 
there. With the assistance of governments, young 
people can help themselves and the others in thei 「

communities. 

Finally, we invite UNESCO and its Membe「 States 
to join us in a Call to Action to Youth: our future 
「ests in our hands. We must take action as both 
advocates to our governments and provide 「s of 
education ourselves. This book has a 「med you with 
the two most impo 「tant tools for making a change 
- information and inspiration: 

With information, you can tell your government 
exactly how it is failing in its obligation to provide 
all young people with an education. 

With inspiration, you yourself can be a force for 
change - find those young people in your own 
community who need the skills for work, and teach 
them. 

We need an education revolution to p 「ovide us 
with the skills we need to sustain human life 
through the coming years. So please join the 
Change Generation: sign up to the campaign on the 
opposite page and commit you 「self to becoming an 
activist fo 「 Change! 

The Young Editors 

떠 



T hank you to the hundreds of young people and organizations who have contributed to this project. Your 
stories and images, plus your ideas and edits, have all gone towards making this Youth Version a true 
representation of what young people experience all around the world in their struggle to get the skills 

they need for work. 

Afghanistan Cameroon Ethiopia Vidyadhar Prabhudesai Kennedy Mbeva 
Wahid Ahmad, Anionga Adege Amleset Haile Mohamed Purayil Ben Mwangi 
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Ohan Kumar BhuJel Andy T,a Italy 

Hungary Daniela Di Mau 「O Malaysia 
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Ayshah Maende Cooperation MYF 
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Akinyemi Ayo 
Biodun Awosusi 
Chukwuneta Chioma 
Joe Chimezie 
Segun David 
Eromo Egbejule 
Amb. Ekweme 
Toluwani Eniola 
Rebecca Enobong Roberts 
Esthe 「 Eshiet 
Ch 「istopher E 「O
Michael-Donovan Ezeilo 
Isa Ibrahim 
Kedei lnah 
Femi lromini 
Glory lzima 
Oluwaseun Jegede 
Isaiah 」 ohnson
Toluwanimi Kolawole 
Hamza! Lawal 
Niyi Majasan 
Segun Michael 
Adenife Modile 
Sarafa Mohammed 
Onwunyi Njideka 
Collins Ntagu 
Olatunde Oderinwale 
Egwu Oga 
Abiola OyebanJo 
Akachukwu Okafo 「

Fagbohun Omotayo 
Gbenga-lsaac Oni 
Purpose Osa 
Nosakhare Osabuoh,en 
Seun Ot, 
Cherith Point 
Yinusa 0. Saheed 
Shodola Seyi 
Kunle Sobode 
Nonyelum Umeasiegbu 
Ema Uruetse 
Doan Vy 
Nigeria Living Values 
YPLD Africa 

Pakistan 
AkbarAbbas 
Adnan Ahmed 
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Muneeb Ahmed 
Huma Ali 
Kamran Al, 
ZulfiqarAli 
Srosh Anwar 
Kamran Asif 
UmairAsif 
Hanan Asghar 
Anam Gill 
Hi 「a Hur 
Aneela Hussain 
Naveed Hussain 
Captain Kamran Tanveer 
Aziz Khan 
Muhammad Khan 
Safiullah Khan 
Tanzila Khan 
Muntazir Mahdi 
Momal Mushtaq 
Kamal Qureshi 
Husna Rafi 
Laila Raza 
Masood 뱌 Rehman 
Atta Ur Rehman 
Farhan Shabbi 「
Usman Shahid 
Qaiser Shahzad 
Hamadullah Sohu 
Sanah Soomro 
Simon Sunny 
Shahneela Tariq 
Muhammad Toqeer 
Amjad Zafar 
Anila Zahid 

Palestine 
Ahmed Alqa 「out

Rasha Badawi 
Aladdin ElReef, 
Baker Shabet 

Peru 
Miklevito Ab1ng 
Dakila Adame 
Vannezza Aranas 
Pearl Evardone 
Farahnaz Ghodsinia 
Angelo Kalaw 
Julio Lavalle 
Rosakebia Mendoza 
Rowil Santinlo 
Helen Gemma R. Vallejos 

the Philippines 
Krizelle Balasabas 
Ram Basingan 
Ma. Fatima Desquitado 
Paula Gonzales 
Leo Christian Lauzon 
Angela Mae Minas 
Hasmine Manadag 
Bien Manalo 
Nathalie Joy Mertalla 
Gian Ca 「lo Mi 「anda
Chndy Rogel 
Madelline Romero 
Patrick Wee 

Poland 
Kadanga Jones 
Malgo 「zata Makowska 

Portugal 
Marilia Fazenda 

the Republic of Korea 
Jae Woo Jang 
Jun Woo Jang 
Hye won Chung 
Wha-Young Cha 

Romania 
Raluca Besl,u 
Madalina Dobre 
Mihaela Ma 「acine

Aura lstrate 
Cristina Tabacaru 

the Russian Federation 
Natalya Belokopytova 
Alex Egorova 

Anna Malinovskaya Uganda Yemen 
Ekaterina Shishkina Esthe 「 Alalo Abdulmalek Shamsan 

James Aniyamuzaala □thin 
Rwanda Enock Zambia 
Jean Man| 「agaba Simon Eroku Lizzy Banda 
Claude M,g,sha Owiny Hakiim Jack Kafwanka 
Shema Steve Newton Katimbo Cathy Mulenga 
Saint Lucia Muddu Kaymga mbudza, Mutale 
Angad Singh Lillian Nanteza Rhoda Mwale 

Angella Nantongo Erasmus Mweene 
Sierra Leone Robert Nkwangu Perry Sinkonde 
Mohamed Kabba Arnest Sebbumba Tuliswensi Sinyangwe 
Mohamed Kamara Sengendo Shaf,c Pontino Tembo 
Paul Lengar Ma 「t,n Wanzala 

Zimbabwe 
Singapore Ukraine Bhekumuzi Bhebhe 
Perdana Put 「a-Pan Valeriia Brodnikova Christopher Chakwana 
Sarah Seo Shu Lin Shingirirai Chikazhe 
Amsani Yusli United A『ab Emirates [Dubai) Innocent Fungurani 

S,mran Vedvyas Clara Gwat,re 「a

Slovenia Spencer Marange 
Ajda Zupancic the United Kingdom Keith Mayo 

Sadia Ashraf Benedict Mutimba 
Solomon Islands Lauren Eaves Carlton Saunyama 
Jerolie Navala Claudia Haley Noel Siwela 

Jess King Tatenda Songore 
Somalia Megan Kinsey 
Guleed lidaan 」 ude Millins 

Hanna Thomas 
South Africa Country Unknown: 
Josh Friedlande 「 the United Republic of Bassem Albtoush 
Gcobani Qambela Tanzania Michael Awiti 
Ntshadi Mofokeng Frank Kalabamu Ghomez Bill 
Tebogo Rakgabyane Reynald Maeda Me 「iny Ch 「ist,na

Nomalanga Sihlangu Stella Harold Mkamwa Lucas Edward 
Talent Tinaapi Seth Charles Mkisi Gabriela del Valle Genovesi 

Stephen Swai Ladia Fitrah 
Sri Lanka Cyril France 
lnzamam lmtiyaz United States Esmathe Gand, 
Haqeeqa Munas Davis Adero Paul Gathara 
Hasitha Priyashantha Richard Blissett Macauley G1zzel 
Madubashini Rathnnayake Clayton Ferrara Tshewang Gyeltshen 
Vinu 「a Welgama Mide Kolawole Stephan Isaac 

Selali Onuoha Zahra Jalalkhan 
Sudan Amitis Oskoui Hanna Kim 
Mursi Awad Nicole Rapista Ba 「by Kins 

Samantha Ruiz Mestek Lamine 
Thailand Natalie Robertson Hirah Mahmood 
Sudthapa Thanathanya Jacob Tobia Marina Mansilla 

Mitchelle Manzin, 
Togo Uzbekistan Mutale Mulennga 
Kokou Sodjine Aziagbedo Lolakhon Jabbarova Shams1a Noori 
Gilbert Sani Ch1doz1e Nweze 
Nassifatou Koko Tittikpina VietNam Nguyen Phuong 

Huong Dang Ozuzu Promise 
Trinidad and Tobago Le D,eu H11ab Raza 
Teocah Dove Vu Giao Haboosh Saeed 
Raycy Rousseau Dinh Hoa Noor Saeed 

Dung Keil Nazia Safdar 
Tunisia Huong Dang Thu Dahim Salifu 
Mohamed Mahdi Mejri Nguyen Thu Zulf1ya Sule,menova 

Turkey 
Gamze Akyuz 
Sezen Bekta~ 
Asya D1ril 

Di~uTf§n Ganesh Thapa 
Anh Tuan Jojo Wood 

COCEDA Coalition 

The back cove 「 by the editorial team: 

A g 「oup of 12 young people f 「om around the 
WO 「ld created this publication. We want youth 
to know that it is within their power to make a 
difference in the world and ensure that every 
person has the skills they need for work. We are 
the Change Generation. 

When we met to create this book, we spelled 
out the word 'Change·, to show how each young 
person around the world can embody this idea. 
Together, young people can create the future that 
we want to live in . 
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